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PRESS RELEASE 
 
KLM UK Engineering Limited becomes launch MRO customer 
for AerData’s STREAM digital aircraft records software 
 
Amsterdam, The Netherlands; 3 December 2012 - AerData B.V., the provider of software 

and services for the aviation industry announces that KLM UK Engineering Limited (KLMUKE), 

the UK-based MRO, has selected AerData’s STREAM records scanning and indexing software 

solution.   

 

Commenting on the announcement, Mark Nieuwendijk, Managing Director, AerData said; “We 

are delighted to announce that KLMUKE is our first MRO user of STREAM.  STREAM is already 

well established in the airline and lessor community.  The fact that an MRO such as KLMUKE is 

going to scan its maintenance records into STREAM further proves that STREAM is the only 

true aircraft records lifecycle solution giving benefits for all parties involved in operating, 

owning and maintaining aircraft.” 

 

Duncan Rae, Base Maintenance Manager at KLMUKE said; “We initially wanted to give our 

customers a method whereby they could view the progress of their maintenance immediately 

and in real time, by viewing closed work cards in an online system.  STREAM provided this 

functionality along with the ability for the customer to check and approve or reject and make 

comments on the closed records, which we can then respond to and rectify if required.  The 

system has been operational for 6 months and both we and our customers have benefitted 

from STREAM enormously.”  

 

Rae continued; “AerData worked very closely with us to integrate our IT system with STREAM, 

to provide us with the ability to generate customised reports from STREAM and to make 

system developments that make STREAM an integral part of our processes.”   

About AerData B.V. 

AerData provides lease management software, engine fleet planning software, records 

scanning software, fleet and valuations data, technical and backoffice services for aircraft and 

engine operators, lessors and MROs. With a strong customer focus AerData delivers a reliable 

and secure service to its clients using latest technologies and state of the art infrastructure. 

About KLM UK Engineering Limited 

KLM UK Engineering Limited is a leading regional aircraft and narrow body MRO, wholly owned 

by KLM and member of the AFI KLM E&M Network. Services include base maintenance, line 

maintenance, component sales, technical training and decommissioning of Boeing 737’s, 

Fokker 50/70/100 and BAe146/Avro RJ’s. 

KLMUKE has been based at Norwich International Airport for 40 years and employs 

approximately 375 people, plus has Edinburgh, Birmingham and Manchester line stations. 

KLMUKE prides itself on having an experienced and skilled work force, delivering a superior 

service and high quality product at a competitive price. 
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For further information: 

Sharon Heaton, Sales and Marketing Co-ordinator, AerData 

Phone:  +44 1293 817 685 

Email:  sharon.heaton@aerdata.com   

 

Disclaimer 

This press release may contain forward-looking statements that involve risks and 

uncertainties. In most cases, you can identify forward-looking statements by 

terminology such as “may”, “should”, “expects”, “plans”, “anticipates”, “believes”, 

“estimates”, “predicts”, “potential” or “continue” or the negative of such terms or 

similar terminology.  Such forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future 

performance and involve significant assumptions, risks and uncertainties, and actual 

results may differ materially from those in the forward-looking statements.  
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